Britannia The Failed State Tribal Conflict And The End Of Roman
Britain
Yeah, reviewing a book Britannia The Failed State Tribal Conflict And The End Of Roman Britain could build up your near associates listings.
This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, carrying out does not suggest that you have extraordinary points.
Comprehending as with ease as settlement even more than additional will have enough money each success. next to, the declaration as without
difficulty as keenness of this Britannia The Failed State Tribal Conflict And The End Of Roman Britain can be taken as capably as picked to act.

Later Prehistoric Settlement in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly: Evidence
from Five Excavations - Andy M Jones 2021-10-07
Later prehistoric settlement in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly reports on
the excavation between 1996 and 2014 of five later prehistoric and
Roman period settlements. All the sites were multi-phased, revealing
similar and contrasting occupational patterns stretching from the Bronze
Age into the Iron Age and beyond.
Warlords - Stuart Laycock 2009
The centuries after the end of Roman control of Britain in AD 410 are
some of the most vital in Britain's history - yet some of the least
understood. "Warlords" brings to life a world of ambition, brutality and
violence in a politically fragmented land, and provides a compelling new
history of an age that would transform Britain. By comparing the
archaeology against the available historical sources for the period,
"Warlords" presents a coherent picture of the political and military
machinations of the fifth and sixth centuries that laid the foundations of
English and Welsh history. Included are the warring personalities of the
local leaders and a look at the enigma of King Arthur. Some warlords
sought power within the old Roman framework; some used an alternative
British approach; and, others exploited the emerging Anglo-Saxon
system - but for all warlords, the struggle was for power.
Objects and Identities - Hella Eckardt 2014
This volume explores Rome's northern provinces through the portable
artefacts people used and left behind. Objects are crucial to our
understanding of the past, and can be used to explore interlinking
aspects of identity. For example, can we identify incomers? How are
exotic materials (such as amber and ivory) and objects depicting 'the
exotic' (e.g. Africans) consumed? Do regional styles exist below the
homogenizing influence of Roman trade? How do all these aspects of
identity interact with others, such as status, gender, and age? In this
innovative study, the author combines theoretical awareness and a
willingness to engage with questions of social and cultural identity with a
thorough investigation into the well-published but underused material
culture of Rome's northern provinces. Pottery and coins, the dominant
categories of many other studies, have here been largely excluded in
favour of small portable objects such as items of personal adornment,
amulets, and writing equipment. The case studies included were chosen
because they relate to specific, often interlinking aspects of identity such
as provincial, elite, regional, or religious identity. Their meaning is
explored in their own right and in depth, and in careful examination of
their contexts. It is hoped that these case studies will be of use to
archaeologists working in other periods, and indeed to students of
material culture generally by making a small contribution to a growing
corpus of academic and popular books that develop interpretative,
historical narratives from selected objects.
Current Archaeology - 2009
How Maritime Trade and the Indian Subcontinent Shaped the
World - Nick Collins 2022-01-31
World-wide maritime trade has been the essential driver of wealthcreation, economic progress and global human contact. Trade and
exchange of ideas have been at the heart of economic, social, political,
cultural and religious life and maritime international law. These claims
are borne out by the history of maritime trade beginning in the Indian
Ocean and connecting to Southeast Asia, Japan, the Americas, East
Africa, the Middle East especially the Persian Gulf, the Mediterranean
and Europe. This development predates the end of the Ice Age with
worldwide flooding and stimulated the establishment of land-based
civilizations in the above regions with particular effect on the Greek and
Roman empires and even China's 'Celestial' empire. The Indian
subcontinent was the original major player in maritime trade, linking
oceans and regions. Global maritime trade declined with the fall of
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Mediterranean empires and the 'dark age' in Europe but revived with
Indian Ocean and Asian maritime networks. Shipping and trade studies
are hugely practical but can be technical, legalistic and even dull for nonspecialists. But this history is a broadly based and exciting account of
human interaction at multiple levels, for general readers, specialists and
practitioners. It is based on huge reading and rare sources and with an
attractive writing style, and full of fascinating sidelights illuminating the
historical narrative - and from an author with lifelong experience in
international shipping.
Rome et l'occident - Bernadette Cabouret 2009
Boudicca‘s Vengeance - Richard Scholefield 2021-05-26
There have been many books written, and much research carried out,
about this Queen, who is so well revered by this country, and held up as
a figure to be admired and remembered for all time, that she has a statue
in her honour in Westminster, London. Boudicca had her kingdom cruelly
taken from her by the occupying Roman forces, when her husband died.
We have a few paragraphs, written by a Roman, named ‘Tacitus’ which
tells us how Boudicca was invited to a meeting with the Romans, which
she thought was to welcome her as the Queen of the Iceni. She did not
receive the hospitality she expected, and the treatment that she, and her
daughters received, are believed to be the trigger for what happened
next. The Romans under-estimated the strength and grit of Boudicca and
the fanatical support of her people, and came to regret their actions. The
book tells the story of Boudicca’s campaign to reclaim her kingdom.
Written to inform the reader about the way of life of the ancient Britons,
it tells how the occupying Roman forces ruled them. How Boudicca
inspired her tribesmen and led them in a campaign that saw the
destruction of Colchester, London and St Albans.
Journal of the Australian Early Medieval Association - Geoffrey D.
Dunn 2019-11-01
The journal welcomes papers on historical, literary, archaeological,
cultural, and artistic themes, particularly interdisciplinary papers and
those that make an innovative and significant contribution to the
understanding of the early medieval world and stimulate further
discussion. For submission details please see the association website:
www.aema.net.au. Submissions then may be sent to
journal@aema.net.au.
Roman and Medieval Exeter and their Hinterlands - Stephen Rippon
2021-04-30
This first volume, presenting research carried out through the Exeter: A
Place in Time project, provides a synthesis of the development of Exeter
within its local, regional, national and international hinterlands. Exeter
began life in c. AD 55 as one of the most important legionary bases
within early Roman Britain, and for two brief periods in the early and
late 60s AD, Exeter was a critical centre of Roman power within the new
province. When the legion moved to Wales the fortress was converted
into the civitas capital for the Dumnonii. Its development as a town was,
however, relatively slow, reflecting the gradual pace at which the region
as a whole adapted to being part of the Roman world. The only evidence
we have for occupation within Exeter between the 5th and 8th centuries
is for a church in what was later to become the Cathedral Close. In the
late 9th century, however, Exeter became a defended burh, and this was
followed by the revival of urban life. Exeter’s wealth was in part derived
from its central role in the south-west’s tin industry, and by the late 10th
century Exeter was the fifth most productive mint in England. Exeter’s
importance continued to grow as it became an episcopal and royal
centre, and excavations within Exeter have revealed important material
culture assemblages that reflect its role as an international port.
The Anglo-Saxons - Marc Morris 2021-05-25
A sweeping and original history of the Anglo-Saxons by national
bestselling author Marc Morris. Sixteen hundred years ago Britain left
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the Roman Empire and swiftly fell into ruin. Grand cities and luxurious
villas were deserted and left to crumble, and civil society collapsed into
chaos. Into this violent and unstable world came foreign invaders from
across the sea, and established themselves as its new masters. The
Anglo-Saxons traces the turbulent history of these people across the next
six centuries. It explains how their earliest rulers fought relentlessly
against each other for glory and supremacy, and then were almost
destroyed by the onslaught of the vikings. It explores how they
abandoned their old gods for Christianity, established hundreds of
churches and created dazzlingly intricate works of art. It charts the
revival of towns and trade, and the origins of a familiar landscape of
shires, boroughs and bishoprics. It is a tale of famous figures like King
Offa, Alfred the Great and Edward the Confessor, but also features a host
of lesser known characters - ambitious queens, revolutionary saints,
intolerant monks and grasping nobles. Through their remarkable careers
we see how a new society, a new culture and a single unified nation came
into being. Drawing on a vast range of original evidence - chronicles,
letters, archaeology and artefacts - renowned historian Marc Morris
illuminates a period of history that is only dimly understood, separates
the truth from the legend, and tells the extraordinary story of how the
foundations of England were laid.
Gaelic Influence in the Northumbrian Kingdom - Fiona Edmonds
2019
WINNER OF THE FRANK WATSON BOOK PRIZE 2021. SHORTLISTED
IN SCOTLAND'S NATIONAL BOOK AWARDS 2021 The first full-scale,
interdisciplinary treatment of the wide-ranging connections between the
Gaelic world and the Northumbrian kingdom.
Clash of Cultures? - Roger White 2018-02-21
The general perception of the west midlands region in the Roman period
is that it was a backwater compared to the militarized frontier zone of
the north, or the south of Britain where Roman culture took root early –
in cities like Colchester, London ,and St Albans – and lingered late at
cities like Cirencester and Bath with their rich, late Roman villa culture.
The west midlands region captures the transition between these two
areas of the ‘military’ north and ‘civilized’ south. Where it differed, and
why, are important questions in understanding the regional diversity of
Roman Britain. They are addressed by this volume which details the
archaeology of the Roman period for each of the modern counties of the
region, written by local experts who are or have been responsible for the
management and exploration of their respective counties. These are
placed alongside more thematic takes on elements of Roman culture,
including the Roman Army, pottery, coins and religion. Lastly, an
overview is taken of the important transitional period of the fifth and
sixth centuries. Each paper provides both a developed review of the
existing state of knowledge and understanding of the key characteristics
of the subject area and details a set of research objectives for the future,
immediate and long-term, that will contribute to our evolving
understanding of Roman Britain. This is the third volume in a series –
The Making of the West Midlands – that explores the archaeology of the
English west midlands region from the Lower Palaeolithic onwards.
Breaking the Cycle of Mass Atrocities - Marina Aksenova 2019-05-02
Breaking the Cycle of Mass Atrocities investigates the role of
international criminal law at different stages of mass atrocities, shifting
away from its narrow understanding solely as an instrument of
punishment of those most responsible. The book is premised on the idea
that there are distinct phases of collective violence, and international
criminal law contributes in one way or another to each phase. The
authors therefore explore various possibilities for international criminal
law to be of assistance in breaking the vicious cycle at its different
junctures.
War and Warfare in Late Antiquity (2 vols.) - 2013-08-19
This collection of papers, arising from the Late Antique Archaeology
conference series, explores war and warfare in Late Antiquity. Papers
examine strategy and intelligence, weaponry, literary sources and
topography, the West Roman Empire, the East Roman Empire, the
Balkans, civil war and Italy.
The Great Great Wall - Ian Volner 2019-06-11
“Timely and highly readable . . . provides a valuable backdrop to Donald
Trump’s insistence on a barrier across America’s southern border.”
—Robert Dallek, presidential historian During his campaign for the
presidency, one of Donald Trump’s signature promises was that he would
build a “great great wall” on the border between the US and Mexico, and
Mexico was going to pay for it. Now, with only a few prototype segments
erected, the wall is the 2,000-mile, multibillion-dollar elephant in the
room of contemporary American life. In The Great Great Wall,
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architectural historian and critic Ian Volner takes a fascinating look at
the barriers that we have built over millennia. Traveling far afield, to
China, the Middle East, Europe, and along the U.S. Mexico border,
Volner examines famous, contentious, and illuminating structures, and
explores key questions: Why do we build walls? What do they reveal
about human history? What happens after they go up? With special
attention to Trump’s wall and the walls that exist along the US border
already, this is an absorbing, smart, and timely book on an incredibly
contentious and newsworthy topic. “A work of literary alchemy that
transmutes the wall, a simple architectural structure, and of late,
political metaphor, into a prism through which to view the panorama of
human history . . . this book will amaze, delight, and enchant even the
most jaded nonfiction aficionado.” —William J. Bernstein, award-winning
author of The Delusions of Crowds “A global journey to some of history’s
most significant walls—China, Berlin, and even Jericho—weaving
together a fascinating account of their foundational myths and current
realities.” —Carrie Gibson, author of El Norte
Finds from the Frontier - Rob Collins 2010
The later Roman period in the northern frontier zone of Britain is often
seen as a time of declining standards, particularly in material culture.
This volume, which brings together papers given at a conference held in
Newcastle upon Tyne in 2008, considers whether the excavated material
supports this view and how it can elucidate the life of the 4th-century
limitanei of Britain. The papers presented cover not only the commonly
found artefacts such as pottery, coins and brooches but also their wider
context both geographically and temporally. In particular, the artefacts
are considered in the context of several recently excavated sites with
well-understood structural phases. The authors conclude that, in fact, the
later period was rich in artefacts that have much to tell us about the late
frontier. Finds from the Frontier includes papers by many of the leading
finds specialists working on Roman material culture in Britain today,
with unparalleled knowledge of Roman sites in both Britain and Europe.
The Long War for Britannia 367–644 - Edwin Pace 2021-12-31
The Long War for Britannia is unique. It recounts some two centuries of
‘lost’ British history, while providing decisive proof that the early records
for this period are the very opposite of ‘fake news’. The book shows that
the discrepancies in dates claimed by many scholars are illusory. Every
early source originally recorded the same events in the same year. It is
only the transition to Anno Domini dating centuries afterward that
distorts our perceptions. Of equal significance, the book demonstrates
that King Arthur and Uther Pendragon are the very opposite of medieval
fantasy. Current scholarly doubts arose from the fact that different
British regions had very different memories of post-Roman British rulers.
Some remembered Arthur as the ‘Proud Tyrant’, a monarch who plunged
the island into civil war. Others recalled him as the British general who
saved Britain when all seemed lost. The deeds of Uther Pendragon
replicate the victories of the dread Mercian king Penda. These authentic-yet radically different--narratives distort history to this very day.
Britannia - The Failed State - Stuart Laycock 2012-05-30
Attempts to understand how Roman Britain ends and Anglo-Saxon
England begins have been undermined by the division of studies into preRoman, Roman and early medieval periods. This groundbreaking new
study traces the history of British tribes and British tribal rivalries from
the pre-Roman period, through the Roman period and into the postRoman period. It shows how tribal conflict was central to the arrival of
Roman power in Britain and how tribal identities persisted through the
Roman period and were a factor in three great convulsions that struck
Britain during the Roman centuries. It explores how tribal conflicts may
have played a major role in the end of Roman Britain, creating a 'failed
state' scenario akin in some ways to those seen recently in Bosnia and
Iraq, and brought about the arrival of the Anglo-Saxons. Finally, it
considers how British tribal territories and British tribal conflicts can be
understood as the direct predecessors of the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms and
Anglo-Saxon conflicts that form the basis of early English History.
UnRoman Britain - Dr Miles Russell 2011-09-30
When we think of Roman Britain we tend to think of a land of togas and
richly decorated palaces with Britons happily going about their much
improved daily business under the benign gaze of Rome. This image is to
a great extent a fiction. In fact, Britons were some of the least
enthusiastic members of the Roman Empire. A few adopted roman ways
to curry favour with the invaders. A lot never adopted a Roman lifestyle
at all and remained unimpressed and riven by deep-seated tribal division.
It wasn't until the late third/early fourth century that a small minority of
landowners grew fat on the benefits of trade and enjoyed the kind of
lifestyle we have been taught to associate with period. Britannia was a
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far-away province which, whilst useful for some major economic
reserves, fast became a costly and troublesome concern for Rome, much
like Iraq for the British government today. Huge efforts by the state to
control the hearts and minds of the Britons were met with at worst
hostile resistance and rebellion, and at best by steadfast indifference.
The end of the Roman Empire largely came as 'business as usual' for the
vast majority of Britons as they simply hadn't adopted the Roman way of
life in the first place.
The Oxford Handbook of Roman Britain - Martin Millett 2016-09-01
This book provides a twenty-first century perspective on Roman Britain,
combining current approaches with the wealth of archaeological material
from the province. This volume introduces the history of research into
the province and the cultural changes at the beginning and end of the
Roman period. The majority of the chapters are thematic, dealing with
issues relating to the people of the province, their identities and ways of
life. Further chapters consider the characteristics of the province they
lived in, such as the economy, and settlement patterns. This Handbook
reflects the new approaches being developed in Roman archaeology, and
demonstrates why the study of Roman Britain has become one of the
most dynamic areas of archaeology. The book will be useful for
academics and students interested in Roman Britain.
Sea Eagles of Empire - Simon Elliott 2016-08-03
Winner of Military History Monthly’s 2017 Book of the Year Award The
Classis Britannica was the Roman regional fleet controlling and
protecting the waters around the British Isles – in other words, Britain’s
first-ever navy. For over 200 years it played a key role in the northern
frontiers of the Roman Empire: it helped to establish the province of
Britannia and assisted in Roman military campaigns, as well as
controlling the continental coast through to the Rhine Delta. Outside of
war, the Classis Britannica also offered vital support for the civilian
infrastructure of Roman Britain, assisting in administration, carrying out
major building and engineering projects, and running industry. Later, its
mysterious disappearance in the mid-third century ad would contribute
to Britain finally leaving the Empire 150 years later. In Sea Eagles of
Empire, acclaimed historian Simon Elliott tells its story for the very first
time.
Britannia - the Failed State - Stuart Laycock 2008
Britannia: The Failed State analyzes Roman Britain, not as a unified
entity, but as a collection of different peoples with a history of long term
conflict, and finds parallels in modern conflicts that may help provide
insight into the missing pieces of this complex period of British history.
Nominated for Book of the Year 2009 by Current Archaeology.
The Edge of Christendom on the Early Modern Stage - Lisa Hopkins
2022-03-07
Throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the edges of
Europe were under pressure from the Ottoman Turks. This book explores
how Shakespeare and his contemporaries represented places where
Christians came up against Turks, including Malta, Tunis, Hungary, and
Armenia. Some forms of Christianity itself might seem alien, so the book
also considers the interface between traditional Catholicism, new forms
of Protestantism, and Greek and Russian orthodoxy. But it also finds that
the concept of Christendom was under threat in other places, some much
nearer to home. Edges of Christendom could be found in areas that were
or had been pagan, such as Rome itself and the Danelaw, which once
covered northern England; they could even be found in English homes
and gardens, where imported foreign flowers and exotic new ingredients
challenged the concept of what was native and natural.
Kingdom, Civitas, and County - Stephen Rippon 2018-04-19
This book explores the development of territorial identity in the late
prehistoric, Roman, and early medieval periods. Over the course of the
Iron Age, a series of marked regional variations in material culture and
landscape character emerged across eastern England that reflect the
development of discrete zones of social and economic interaction. The
boundaries between these zones appear to have run through sparsely
settled areas of the landscape on high ground, and corresponded to a
series of kingdoms that emerged during the Late Iron Age. In eastern
England at least, these pre-Roman socio-economic territories appear to
have survived throughout the Roman period despite a trend towards
cultural homogenization brought about by Romanization. Although there
is no direct evidence for the relationship between these socio-economic
zones and the Roman administrative territories known as civitates, they
probably corresponded very closely. The fifth century saw some AngloSaxon immigration but whereas in East Anglia these communities spread
out across much of the landscape, in the Northern Thames Basin they
appear to have been restricted to certain coastal and estuarine districts.
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The remaining areas continued to be occupied by a substantial native
British population, including much of the East Saxon kingdom (very little
of which appears to have been 'Saxon'). By the sixth century a series of
regionally distinct identities - that can be regarded as separate ethnic
groups - had developed which corresponded very closely to those that
had emerged during the late prehistoric and Roman periods. These
ancient regional identities survived through to the Viking incursions,
whereafter they were swept away following the English re-conquest and
replaced with the counties with which we are familiar today.
Hadrian's Wall and the End of Empire - Rob Collins 2012
There is no synthetic or comprehensive treatment of any late Roman
frontier in the English language to date, despite the political and
economic significance of the frontiers in the late antique period.
Examining Hadrian's Wall and the Roman frontier of northern England
from the fourth century into the Early Medieval period, this book
investigates a late frontier in transition from an imperial border zone to
incorporation into Anglo-Saxon kingdoms, using both archaeological and
documentary evidence. With an emphasis on the late Roman occupation
and Roman military, it places the frontier in the broader imperial
context. In contrast to other works, Hadrian's Wall and the End of
Empire challenges existing ideas of decline, collapse, and transformation
in the Roman period, as well as its impact on local frontier communities.
Author Rob Collins analyzes in detail the limitanei, the frontier soldiers
of the late empire essential for the successful maintenance of the
frontiers, and the relationship between imperial authorities and local
frontier dynamics. Finally, the impact of the end of the Roman period in
Britain is assessed, as well as the influence that the frontier had on the
development of the Anglian kingdom of Northumbria.
Through the Eye of a Needle - Peter Brown 2013-09-02
A sweeping intellectual history of the role of wealth in the church in the
last days of the Roman Empire Jesus taught his followers that it is easier
for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter
heaven. Yet by the fall of Rome, the church was becoming rich beyond
measure. Through the Eye of a Needle is a sweeping intellectual and
social history of the vexing problem of wealth in Christianity in the
waning days of the Roman Empire, written by the world's foremost
scholar of late antiquity. Peter Brown examines the rise of the church
through the lens of money and the challenges it posed to an institution
that espoused the virtue of poverty and called avarice the root of all evil.
Drawing on the writings of major Christian thinkers such as Augustine,
Ambrose, and Jerome, Brown examines the controversies and changing
attitudes toward money caused by the influx of new wealth into church
coffers, and describes the spectacular acts of divestment by rich donors
and their growing influence in an empire beset with crisis. He shows how
the use of wealth for the care of the poor competed with older forms of
philanthropy deeply rooted in the Roman world, and sheds light on the
ordinary people who gave away their money in hopes of treasure in
heaven. Through the Eye of a Needle challenges the widely held notion
that Christianity's growing wealth sapped Rome of its ability to resist the
barbarian invasions, and offers a fresh perspective on the social history
of the church in late antiquity.
The Empowered Self - Thomas M. Franck 2001
This book examines the historic trend to individualism and shows why it
is both irreversible and unthreatening to our sense of community. As
people become free to choose the multiple components of their identity--religion, nationality, profession, sexuality-they take advantage of their
new freedom, and the communications revolution, to form a freely
chosen affiliations. While these may no longer be based primarily on
geography and genetics, they nevertheless generate powerful new
imagined communities that will affect the way we live, work, and love.
Worlds of Arthur - Guy Halsall 2013-02-14
King Arthur is probably the most famous and certainly the most
legendary medieval king. From the early ninth century through the
middle ages, to the Arthurian romances of Victorian times, the tales of
this legendary figure have blossomed and multiplied. And in more recent
times, there has been a continuous stream of books claiming to have
discovered the 'facts' about, or to unlock the secret or truth behind, the
'once and future king'. Broadly speaking, there are two Arthurs. On the
one hand is the traditional 'historical' Arthur, waging a doomed struggle
to save Roman civilization against the relentless Anglo-Saxon tide during
the darkest years of the Dark Ages. On the other is the Arthur of myth
and legend - accompanied by a host of equally legendary people, places,
and stories: Lancelot, Guinevere, Galahad and Gawain, Merlin, Excalibur,
the Lady in the Lake, the Sword in the Stone, Camelot, the Round Table.
The big problem with all this is that 'King Arthur' might well never have
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existed. And if he did exist, it is next to impossible to say anything at all
about him. As this challenging new look at the Arthur legend makes
clear, all books claiming to reveal 'the truth' behind King Arthur can
safely be ignored. Not only the 'red herrings' in the abundant pseudohistorical accounts, even the 'historical' Arthur is largely a figment of the
imagination: the evidence that we have - whether written or
archaeological - is simply incapable of telling us anything detailed about
the Britain in which he is supposed to have lived, fought, and died. The
truth, as Guy Halsall reveals in this fascinating investigation, is both
radically different - and also a good deal more intriguing.
The Ruin of Roman Britain - James Gerrard 2013-10-10
This book employs new archaeological and historical evidence to explain
how and why Roman Britain became Anglo-Saxon England.
The Routledge Companion to the Reception of Ancient Greek and
Roman Gender and Sexuality - K. R. Moore 2024-02-09
This Companion covers a range of receptions of ancient Greek and
Roman gender and sexuality. It explores ancient representations of these
concepts as we define them today, as well as recent perspectives that
have been projected back onto antiquity. Beginning in antiquity, the
chapters examine how the ancient Greeks and Romans regarded
concepts of what we would today call "gender" and "sexuality" based on
the evidence available to us, and chart the varied interpretations and
receptions of these concepts across time to the present day. In exploring
how different cultures have "received" the classical past, the volume
investigates these cultures’ different interpretations of Greek and Roman
sexualities, and what these interpretations can reveal about their own
attitudes. Through the contributions in this book, the reader gains a
deeper understanding of this essential part of human existence, derived
from influential sources. From ancient to modern and postmodern
perspectives, from cinematic productions to TikTok videos, receptions of
ancient gender and sexuality abound. This volume is of interest to
students and scholars of ancient history, gender and sexuality in the
ancient world, and ancient societies, as well as those working on popular
culture and gender studies more broadly.
From the Romans to the Normans on the English Renaissance
Stage - Lisa Hopkins 2017-11-30
This book examines the late sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century
engagement with a crucial part of Britain's past, the period between the
withdrawal of the Roman legions and the Norman Conquest. A number of
early modern plays suggest an underlying continuity, an essential
English identity linked to the land and impervious to change. This book
considers the extent to which ideas about early modern English and
British national, religious, and political identities were rooted in cultural
constructions of the pre-Conquest past.
The Fall of Roman Britain - John Lambshead 2022-06-30
The end of empire in the island of Great Britain was both more abrupt
and more complete than in any of the other European Roman provinces.
When the fog clears and Britain re-enters the historical record, it is,
unlike other former European provinces of the Western Empire,
dominated by a new culture that speaks a language that is neither
Roman nor indigenous British Brythonic and with a pagan religion that
owes nothing to Romanitas or native British practices. Other ex-Roman
provinces of the Western Empire in Europe showed two consistent
features conspicuously absent from the lowlands of Britain: the dominant
language was derived from the local Vulgar Latin and the dominant
religion was a Christianity that looked towards Rome. This leads
naturally to the question: what was different about Britannia? A
further anomaly in our understanding lies in the significant dating
mismatch between historical and archaeological data of the Germanic
migrations, and the latest genetic evidence. The answer to Englands
unique early history may lie in resolving this paradox. John Lambshead
summarizes the latest data gathered by historians, archaeologists,
climatologists and biologists and synthesizes it all into a fresh new
explanation.
Silures - Ray Howell 2022-03-03
‘There are huge gaps in our understanding of the lives of the Silures ...
Despite what is in many instances a glaring lack of evidence, I’ve
increasingly become convinced that trying to tease out what we can
about the social structure of these people offers one of our best avenues
to understanding them better.’ Silures explores exciting new discoveries
and changing interpretations to give an up-to-date analysis of the Iron
Age peoples of south-east Wales. From ‘the study of stuff’, new evidence
of trade and commerce and archaeological discoveries, to the suggestion
of a new research agenda and a consideration of Silurian resonances in
modern Wales, Ray Howell’s insights are based on personal observations
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and his own research activities, including excavations in the Silurian
region.
Ceawlin - Rupert Mathews 2012
In this book Rupert Matthews puts forward his ground breaking new
theories on the collapse of the post-Roman order in Britain and the
formation of England. Drawing on newly analysed written sources and
the growing mass of archaeological finds he presents a very different
picture of post-Roman Britain than that usually put forward. In place of
the anarchy and mayhem, Rupert suggests that Romanised governmental
structures managed to survive the economic collapse of the 5th century
and the population collapse of the early sixth century to emerge in new
and barbarianised form in the later sixth century. The key figure in this
story was Ceawlin, King of Wessex in the 570s. It was he who finally
smashed the old order with his ambitious grab for power and who thus
opened the way to the creation of the England that we know today with
its English culture, English language and English character.
A Historical Guide to Roman York - Paul Chrystal 2021-12-30
Considering that York was always an important Roman city there are few
books available that are devoted specifically to the Roman occupation,
even though it lasted for over 300 years and played a significant role in
the politics and military activity of Roman Britain and the Roman Empire
throughout that period. The few books that there are tend to describe the
Roman era and its events in date by date order with little attention paid
either to why things happened as they did or to the consequences of
these actions and developments. This book is different in that it gives
context to what happened here in the light of developments in Roman
Britain generally and in the wider Roman Empire; the author digs below
the surface and gets behind the scenes to shed light on the political,
social and military history of Roman York (Eboracum), explaining, for
example, why Julius Caesar invaded, what indeed was really behind the
Claudian invasion, why was York developed as a military fortress, why as
one of Roman Britain’s capitals? Why did the emperors Hadrian and
Severus visit the fortress? You will also discover how and why
Constantine accepted and projected Christianity from here, York’s role in
the endless coups and revolts besetting the province, the headless
gladiators and wonderful mosaics discovered here and why the Romans
finally left York and Roman Britain to its own defence. These intriguing
historical events are brought to life by reference to the latest local
archaeological and epigraphical evidence, to current research and to
evolving theories relating to the city’s Roman treasures, of which can be
seen in the Yorkshire Museum in York, or in situ.
The British National Bibliography - Arthur James Wells 2009
UnRoman Britain - Miles Russell 2011-09-30
When we think of Roman Britain we tend to think of a land of togas and
richly decorated palaces with Britons happily going about their much
improved daily business under the benign gaze of Rome. This image is to
a great extent a fiction. In fact, Britons were some of the least
enthusiastic members of the Roman Empire. A few adopted roman ways
to curry favour with the invaders. A lot never adopted a Roman lifestyle
at all and remained unimpressed and riven by deep-seated tribal division.
It wasn't until the late third/early fourth century that a small minority of
landowners grew fat on the benefits of trade and enjoyed the kind of
lifestyle we have been taught to associate with period. Britannia was a
far-away province which, whilst useful for some major economic
reserves, fast became a costly and troublesome concern for Rome, much
like Iraq for the British government today. Huge efforts by the state to
control the hearts and minds of the Britons were met with at worst
hostile resistance and rebellion, and at best by steadfast indifference.
The end of the Roman Empire largely came as 'business as usual' for the
vast majority of Britons as they simply hadn't adopted the Roman way of
life in the first place.
Forgotten Peoples of the Ancient World - Philip Matyszak 2020-08-18
A chronicle of forty forgotten ancient civilizations which highlights the
important contributions that each has made to modern society. The
ancient world of the Mediterranean and the Near East saw the birth and
collapse of great civilizations. While several of these are well known, for
all those that have been recorded, many have been unjustly forgotten.
Our history is overflowing with different cultures that have all evolved
over time, sometimes dissolving or reforming, though ultimately shaping
the way we continue to live. But for every culture that has been
remembered, what have we forgotten? This thorough guide explores
those civilizations that have faded from the pages of our textbooks but
played a significant role in the development of modern society. Forgotten
Peoples of the Ancient World covers the Hyksos to the Hephthalites and
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everyone in between, providing a unique overview of humanity’s history
from approximately 3000 BCE–550 CE. A wide range of illustrated
artifacts and artworks, as well as specially drawn maps, help to tell the
stories of forty lost peoples and allow readers to take a direct look into
the past. Each entry exposes a diverse culture, highlighting their
important contributions and committing their achievements to paper.
Forgotten Peoples of the Ancient World is an immersive, thoughtprovoking, and entertaining book for anyone interested in ancient
history.
Wonders Lost and Found: A Celebration of the Archaeological
Work of Professor Michael Vickers - Nicholas Sekunda 2020-02-13
Twenty-one contributions, written by friends and colleagues, reflect the
wide interests of Professor Michael Vickers; from the Aegean Bronze Age
to the use made of archaeology by dictators in the modern age. Seven
contributions relate to Georgia, where the Professor has worked most
recently, and made his home.
The Romans Who Shaped Britain - Sam Moorhead 2016-08-02

britannia-the-failed-state-tribal-conflict-and-the-end-of-roman-britain

A biographical history of the Romans who conquered and dominated
Britain, based on the latest archaeological evidence and original source
material. Here are the stories of the people who built and ruled Roman
Britain, from the eagle-bearer who leaped off Caesar’s ship into the
waves at Walmer in 55BC to the last cavalry units to withdraw from the
island under their dragon standards in the early fifth century AD.
Through the lives of its generals and governors, this book explores the
narrative of Britannia as an integral and often troublesome part of
Rome’s empire, a hard-won province whose mineral wealth and
agricultural prosperity made it crucial to the stability of the West. But
Britannia did not exist in a vacuum, and the authors set it in an
international context to give a vivid account of the pressures and events
that had a profound impact on its people and its history. The authors
discuss the lives and actions of the Roman occupiers against the
backdrop of an evolving landscape, where Iron Age shrines were
replaced by marble temples and industrial-scale factories and granaries
sprang up across the countryside.
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